Temporal switching of homo-FRET pathways in single-chromophore dimer models of π-conjugated polymers.
A set of π-conjugated oligomer dimers templated in molecular scaffolds is presented as a model system for studying the interactions between chromophores in conjugated polymers (CPs). Single-molecule spectroscopy was used to reveal energy transfer dynamics between two oligomers in either a parallel or oblique-angle geometry. In particular, the conformation of single molecules embedded in a host matrix was investigated via polarized excitation and emission fluorescence microscopy in combination with fluorescence correlation spectroscopy. While the intramolecular interchromophore conformation was found to have no impact on the fluorescence quantum yield, lifetime, or photon statistics (antibunching), the long-term nonequilibrium dynamics of energy transfer within these bichromophoric systems was accessible by studying the linear dichroism in emission at the single-molecule level, which revealed reversible switching of the emission between the two oligomers. In bulk polymer films, interchromophore coupling promotes the migration of excitation energy to quenching sites. Realizing the presence and dynamics of such interactions is crucial for understanding limitations on the quantum efficiency of larger CP materials.